Every step of development is goal-oriented
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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
My beloved sons and daughters, when I as Jesus of Nazareth spoke to men in parables, I
did so because in this way I could most easily reach them in their inner being. Some of My
pictorial speeches and comparisons are recorded in your writing. Not much has changed
in the manner and form in which I have revealed Myself since then - that is, throughout the
two thousand years up to the present day; I still use pictures and examples.
Many times My disciples asked Me to explain to them the deeper meaning of a parable.
This should not surprise you or even cause you to shake your head at so much simplicity
and ignorance. Consider that all that I brought near to the people was completely new to
them. They had hardly any spiritual knowledge, but instead a longing burned in their
hearts, which they themselves were often not aware of. Those who listened to Me with
sincere willingness and open ears were for the most part incarnated from the pure
heavens, so they were not involved in the Fall. Their incarnation took place at their own
request, in order to lay the foundation-stone for a new humanity together with Me.
The little spiritual knowledge that men possessed at that time was imparted to them by the
scribes and Pharisees. And it was exactly the opposite of what I taught.
Most of them had not learned it or were not used to question a statement - even if it was
expressed pictorially for better understanding - to look "behind the scenes", so to speak.
As a result, they were also unable to draw their own conclusions for further recognition or
even consequences from what they've heard. Very few thought about what My loveteaching meant for their present or for their later spiritual life.
There have been exceptions. They were to be found among those who took My words
seriously and who changed their life because of their faith in Me and because of their love
for Me. But many who listened to Me, resembled the recipients of good news. They took
note of it with a nod, but then turned again to their daily business.

Do some of you already suspect the further thought of this revelation? Let us develop it
together because it is so important to Me that you become thinkers and doers instead of
mere readers and listeners of My word; that you let the knowledge that has accumulated
with many as water on a hardened and therefore only slightly permeable surface, seep into
the depths of your consciousness and finally into your soul. For if it remains only on the
surface, it cannot help to water the seed in your soul to produce good fruit.
What has changed, in contrast to then, in the two thousand years when you compare how
people today react to Me and deal with My Word? Do not exclude yourselves in this
reflection. You cannot avoid having to give the following answer: Although today
incomparably more knowledge and information is available and men are in many ways
more enlightened, the ability and willingness to accept My words and to follow through with
thought-provoking impulses, is still just as limited.
I was ridiculed and rejected by many at that time. But then - in the first decades of Original
Christianity, as you call that time today - gradually an ever-increasing enthusiasm and joy
spread among My followers. Both had their roots inside the soul, in the willingness to live
love and in the unshakeable trust in My guidance. The intellectually acquired knowledge
had not increased, but an inner knowledge that had grown on the basis of the experiences
made with Me.
Today you have more insights and a wider horizon than ever before. Today you are able
to penetrate into the small as well as the big, to explore the atomic structure of matter as
well as space. Only your ability to consistently finish a thought in a much more important,
the really decisive area - namely that of your eternal life - to draw the necessary
conclusions from it, and then to put them into practice, has developed very little. On this
point, humanity is lagging far behind its technical achievements, which are only temporary
in nature.
Consciousness does not develop in any think tank, not in the laboratory and not on the
drawing board. Consciousness is something different than intelligence or a good memory.
It grows and expands to the extent that man lives My commandment of love or at least
makes a serious effort to do so.
I say all this without any accusation. I am merely stating [a fact]. It's something you
should do once in a while. Not to make you feel small and unworthy afterwards, when the
result is not yet as exhilarating as you would like it to be, but to see where there is room for
improvement. If you want this.
It is and remains My endeavour - and that until also the last of My fallen and My children
who went voluntarily is again with Me - to help you to inner knowledge. Because they
alone can and will be a real help for you to progress even more purposefully than before
on the way to your eternal, heavenly home. My love admonishes, it reminds, it
encourages, yes, it asks and begs, it is the being in all that I impart to you and that you
encounter. And not only that: It is the life, it is My Divine power in every helping hand, in
every support, in every concession.

It cannot be any other way. Because I have and am omnipotence; and My will, which can
be impaired or influenced by nothing and again nothing, is the guarantor that all find their
way back to Me; all without exception, including those who caused the Fall. But above all,
My selfless and unconditional love watches over everything!
Inner knowledge has nothing to do with religious or esoteric knowledge which you have
acquired, which you have been taught, which you have taken on - in the great majority of
cases un-criticised and unchecked - and which, moreover, often turns out to be wrong or
incorrect. As children you had no other choice, but you grew up ... As you grew up, the
diverse and not always easy tasks that there were and are, became more and more.
Some turned away from Me, others became indifferent to Me, and still others - most of
them - held on to their habit of recognizing other people as authorities only because they
have studied or are "high up" in a church hierarchy.
Man cannot study Me! You can only experience and get acquainted with Me by including
Me in your life, by expressing My love in your everyday life. There is no other way! Then
man, if he is ready, gradually recognizes the truth.
Never let something become truth "just like that" just because it is presented to you as
truth. Let it become your truth. Apply the standard of My unconditional and selfless love in
your thinking and examining and by including My Divine laws. What you have finally
recognized as your truth - which then also is Mine - then live in the awareness that it is
love that accompanies you. Only then - only when it has become your truth, can you
announce it "with success". Only then will you proclaim My love! Otherwise you only
sound like an echo and only pass on what has been given to you by others. Which
incidentally does not only apply to the teachings through your scribes but to everything that
is given out as My word; therefore also to that that comes to you through those who are
under My commission.
Use, My sons and daughters, what I ask you again and again: your intellect.
*
I spoke of the difficulties or even the inability to draw your own conclusions or
consequences from what I teach you; what you hear with your ears but which so often
does not reach the heart and therefore also does not lead to the way of a further and
deeper understanding. Whoever acts in this way is like a person who breaks off
something that has begun and is content to have received an initial hint.

If a piece of information or a message is something that, from a human point of view, is
important for his earthly well-being; no-one will simply take note of it and then turn back to
his everyday business. Or can you imagine to learn - although not yet finally confirmed,
but already as good as certain - that you have been provided with a large inheritance,
without you taking care of it as soon as possible? Without you pulling out all the stops to
find out if it's true? Without - should the correctness be confirmed - you being happy,
make plans, preparations etc, etc, ...?
You yourself can find enough further examples, including situations from your past that
have challenged you and caused you to find out more, perhaps even do a little detective
work. Just think of a not so pleasant medical diagnosis. Would that which often leaves
you spiritually inert and indecisive also discourage you from further considerations and
activities in the event of an inheritance or an uneasy diagnosis?
With the logic of the heart, which I teach you, you have - with a little practice - the ability to
think an issue through to the end and thus are able to recognize whether the way leads to
the promised or desired goal; whether your "hiking map" therefore has the right description
and correct direction. You don't have to break off a thought process that has already
begun, you don't have to stop halfway, perhaps the goal is already in sight but full of
insecurity and uncertainty about what will result from what has been recognized and
understood so far, what the next step must look like.
In My last revelation1 I referred to the parable of the prodigal son. I spoke of two
prerequisites that must be given in order to successfully start and finish the journey home
to the Father's house: the foundation and the following individual steps of the "building
project". Today I will use this parable to work out another aspect with you. It will surprise
most of you because you have not considered it before, because you have not made this
connection.
It is, however, a central point; and precisely because it is of such crucial importance that it
will not immediately be approved and accepted by many - by most - in its ultimate
consequence, although they cannot reject the logic and the truth contained therein. Here
also a fundamental difficulty becomes clear, which exists between the acceptance of My
teaching and its implementation in everyday life:
It is relatively easy to believe My words. But when they are put to the test of practice, many
who has previously given his consent, withdraws his 'yes'.
I only remind you of My word "Love your enemies..."
*

You know that all souls and people will come back to Me. This means, as I have revealed
it to you many times before, that all are on a circular path, which inevitably brings them
back to their starting point, back into the heavens. This will happen because it is My will,
which is based on My love. With My sons and daughters, who consciously decide on a
journey home, this process will not take as long as with those who - with regard to lived
love - make no effort at all; who perhaps even work against Me, or who have been led into
temporary detours or dead ends because of false teachings.
But no matter how long the way home takes: The goal is always Me!
Does it not follow from this that everything that happens to a person - and in the hereafter
later also to his soul - represents a station on his return journey that is comparable to the
stops on a train journey? That everything, even every moment, resembles a point on the
great arc of a circle that leads him home? Must I give you the answer? Can it be anything
other than, "Yes, it is"?
The cautious among you - and I say this with a smile – will keep a back door open and
answer: "it cannot be otherwise".
But what does this fundamental insight mean? As a reminder: a) you are on your way
home, b) your goal is love, c) love has the will, the power and therefore all possibilities to
bring you, children, home. You can add d): ...there are forces at work that can make you
waver in your resolve.
No sensation, no thinking, talking and doing of a child is hidden from Me. Every one of My
creatures is before Me like an open book. I deliberately express this pictorially for you
because you can understand it more easily this way. In reality, all of this is taking place on
an energetic level that is not accessible to you. I Am Life, the energy in everything, and
thus I Am Omnipresent. So I know about your small and big efforts, your striving or not, to
want to find your way back home. How could I, the infinite and highest consciousness, not
know about the good and the bad of every being that I have created and in which I live?
But I do not possess a book in which I enter the good and less good of My children. This
childishly naive idea - which has developed and is still being promoted for lack of better
knowledge - gives the impression that I reward the good and punish the evil. As a means
of pressure, a scourge of fear, to regulate ignorant believers, must still be used, just as it is
misused as a means of education: "The good Lord sees everything and will punish you for
it."
Yeah, I know, see and hear everything. And I love anyway! Selflessly and unconditionally!
I will reveal it again and again, because it is a crucially important point to be able to
understand Me, My law and My love properly:

Every creature that lives outside the pure heavens, is bound by the law of sowing and
reaping. Every human being determines through his own behaviour to what extent loveenergy flows - can flow - to him, which in turn shapes his soul-vibration, his soul-strength.
According to his state of mind, which is an expression of his character, the principle of
cause and effect sets the course. This means the stations of a human life which contain
the experiences still to be made, i.e. the learning tasks which still have to be tackled.
It is not I personally, then, who sends you what is incomprehensible and unjust in your
eyes. I do not punish! My law ensures, and does so without error, that sooner or later on
your journey, you will be presented with the next unresolved task. This never represents a
malicious act on My part, even if you sometimes believe this in ignorance of the
connections. You have the freedom to ignore this handout that comes from My love. Then
your journey will take a little longer. But you can also see it as a chance to learn and
mature and tackle the work involved with My help. Then everything will go faster.
I summarize and complete what has been said. I ask you to keep it in your heart; but this
does not mean that you should lock it up there. It means that you are to make it a
foundation of your thinking and acting, a basis for your love for Me, for your neighbour and
for yourself. Then your behaviour becomes free of reproaches against Me, of doubts and
resistance, and you become less and less susceptible to the permanently and everywhere
lurking temptations to ascribe the circumstances in your life and generally also in the world
to chance or My injustice.
Everything is evolution, everything is a perpetual progress, evolving.
You are also a part of this process, you are actively involved in it.
Every development is heading towards a goal, which means:
Every single step of development is goal-oriented!
No situation represents something rigid, something final.
Everything is always a transitional phase.
The journey goes through many stations.
One of them is where you are right now.
Yesterday's was the basis for today's, today's prepares for tomorrow.
Love is your goal, it attracts you - in the long run - irresistibly.
Therefore, it cannot be considered as the author of that which burdens you.
The innumerable aids which it offers, can only ever be strengthening and uplifting.
They consist of the tasks set for you by the school of life.
Your neighbour is a part of it, without him knowing it.
You are required to work on the solution in a positive sense.
When you succeed, a next, purposeful step of development is taken.
*
If you acknowledge the truth in My words and want to benefit from it for your life, then it
offers itself to take the next step: namely to stop questioning or looking negatively at what
your life is constantly presenting to you.

It cannot and will not be avoided that you would not understand many things at once.
Then your trust in Me is needed and at the same time your spiritual strength, not to leave
the chosen path; because you do not know your life-plan and therefore also do not know
what I intend to do with you. But you cannot simultaneously agree with the logic in My
words - and look at life as a school, for example - and then go and reject the tasks at hand.
That means: yet you can, because you have free will. But then you should honestly ask
yourself once in a quiet hour how great your desire really is and how earnest your efforts
are to become freer and to follow the way which I as Jesus of Nazareth preceded.
Help, which you need to let a small, still cautious 'yes' become a larger, more determined
'yes', flows towards you with My love-energy in undreamt-of measure when you ask for it.
But in many cases it will be a help to you to look at your present life-situation from the
point of view of what is revealed today: That something is currently being prepared that will
serve as a basis for the next step; that today's rung is necessary so that you can step onto
the next rung on your "ladder to heaven".
But even then, when such or a similar process of maturation in your life is not - yet apparent or is not perceived by you, everything you encounter has its meaning. It
therefore helps you, and if it "only" reminds you, to look at long-standing difficulties more
honestly than before, or to finally tackle a work that has long been pending.
You are, of course, free to say, "I can't." This is to be fully agreed with, because if you
could do it already, it would not come to you as a learning task. So it is a matter of
acquiring a skill that is still foreign to you or not yet so familiar. But it makes no sense to
take part in a lesson - as a reminder: an incarnation always takes place with the consent of
the soul - and then to refuse the teaching material on the grounds that you are not yet able
to do so.
Look at your everyday life from this point of view, look at your behaviour towards the
people you live with in your family, or with whom you meet at your workplace and on many
occasions, or who are entrusted to you. Is there peace? Have you done everything you
could to resolve a difficult situation that may have existed for some time? Are you
prepared to show consistent behaviour where it is necessary? Have you learned to say
"no" even once in love? You want to learn? Do you want to practice it with Me when you
are not yet quite successful, but you already know or suspect since long ago that such a
learning step is pending? Question many of the things you have gone over too quickly so
far. And also observe what fears arise in you when you think of your future or that of your
children or those close to you, because you feel that the floodgates have opened. You will
find what you are looking for if you are not lacking in honesty.
And above all, the most important thing: see everything as a piece of the mosaic that is
being used right now, in this time and in this incarnation, to complete the glorious image
that you are in My Eyes. Often the big mistake is made by you to regard a beautiful piece
of the mosaic, or even several pieces, as something that should absolutely be held with all
means and preserved in this form.

It is understandable when you try to capture carefree moments or beautiful periods of life.
But they represent no more than a brief moment on your homecoming circuit, a stop on
your journey. You should use them in the spirit of love, but not hold on to them! For
therein lies a danger: everything that man tries to hold on to, is taken away from him; not
because I do not begrudge it to him, but because I have something else, more beautiful,
better, planned for him. These changes are right and important for you and your spiritual
development. But I can - in a figurative sense - only fill your hands when they are empty 2.
Whatever you want to keep in your own will, no matter how good and right it seems to you,
must at the right time be wrested from you by the law of sowing and reaping, because
space is needed for what is the next step on your evolutionary path. That means, your
spiritual maturation.
A development that takes you from the stage of your humanity to perfection, cannot
usually be completed in an earthly life. It either requires corresponding learning and
maturing steps in the otherworldly realms - if this is meaningful and possible - or it requires
a new incarnation based on a voluntary decision. But always a life, be it in the material or
in the fine-material, represents only one of several, possibly also many stations, which all
serve to bring you closer to your goal or to remind you of the task you have taken on and
to prepare you for it.
And that is why everything you encounter has a purposeful meaning, whether it is
pleasant or difficult, easy to learn or hard to master. It is no reason for those of My sons
and daughters who believe Me and integrate My word into their life to resign themselves,
or to seriously quarrel with Me. Times that are not so easy will also exist for them, but they
know about My love-power that lives in them. And they use it.
My beloved ones, allow My words from the eternal truth to solidify in you and thus become
a foundation on which we - you and I - can build a time of intimacy and togetherness.
Amen.
(1)
Revelation of 15.01.2020
(2)
I will fill your hands, because they are empty...
Look, I took away your burden even those you thought were lucky,
that you gave away piece by piece.
For you did not know that it was I Myself,
who approaches thee in the garment of sorrow, in the garment of misery who, by taking everything, offered you everything.
I will fill your hands, for they are empty...
(from: Ephides, A Poet of the Transcendent, Bürger-Verlag 2019)

